ANNOUNCEMENT

DATE: 08/01/2019

TO: Fingerprinting/Live Scan Agencies

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: GCIC has observed an increase in duplicate fingerprint submissions for a single arrest resulting in the creation of two State Identification Numbers (SID) for the same person. The GCIC AFIS processes 99.7% of fingerprint transmissions without human intervention (lights out), however, a few must be reviewed by an Identer before an OTN can be returned to the agency. The error occurs when an agency submits a second fingerprint submission that is processed lights out before the first transmission is processed. When the operator reviews and accepts the original transmission, a second SID is created resulting in significant errors that must be resolved by GCIC and the FBI personnel.

RESOLUTION: Effective 08/05/2019 GCIC will reject a second or subsequent fingerprint submission containing the same personal identifiers, same charges, submitted on the same day, with same ORI. If a second or subsequent submission containing these elements must be submitted, it may be transmitted the next day.

The reject message as follows:

"Same Name, Sex, DOB, and CRI already sent today. Only one fingerprint submission allowed per arrest - Duplicate Submission LSTCN(s): XXXXXXXXXX"

NOTE: Do not submit individual cases or charges from the same arrest in separate fingerprint submissions.

NOTE: If you need to add additional charges to the prior submitted arrest, please do so via CCH.

NOTE: If this is a legitimate second arrest of same individual, please resubmit fingerprints again after midnight.

Please contact the Livescan helpdesk if you have questions. (404)244-2639 Option 4